
GREENLAWNS HIGH SCHOOL 

TERMINAL EXAMINATION 2023-24 

SUBJECT: ENGLISH LANGUAGE                                                                  CLASS:VI 

TIME: 1 ½ HOURS                                                                                             MARKS:80 

SECTION-I 

COMPOSITION 

Q I Write an interesting composition of about 250 words on ANY ONE of the 

following topics:                 20m 

 

Use any five words given in the word bank. 

 

1. The day I got my first pet- a dog 

Word Bank: most amazing gift, puppy, loyal, playful, guard, best friend, 

training, bark, walks, stranger. 

OR 

2. My first abroad trip 

Word Bank: excited, nervous, preparation, airport, schedule, luggage, jet lag, 

scenic, expensive, memorable. 

OR 

3. My first attempt at cooking 

Word Bank: fascinated, chef, recipes, ingredients, spices, flame, cautious, 

foodie, menu, serve. 

OR 

4. Read the given outline and write an interesting story based on the given outline. 

 

Three men find a bag of money-agree to divide the money-all very hungry-one 

sent to buy food in village-he wants all the money himself-so poisons the food-

comes back with the poisoned food-the other two want all the money-so they 

murder him-then they eat the poisoned food-both die. 

 

Q II Write a letter to your friend asking him/her to spend the weekend with you.         10m                                                    

                                                                                                                        

SECTION-II  

  COMPREHENSION                                      20m   

          
 



Read the passage given below and answer the questions that follow: 

 

         The Indian elephant is one of the three recognized sub-species of the Asian 

elephant and native to Asia. In the past 60-75 years, the population of elephants 

has declined by 50% which is due to the loss of habitat and poaching. 

         The Asian elephants are smaller than African elephants. Indian elephants 

have smaller ears but relatively broader skulls and larger trunks than African 

elephants. The toes are large and broad. Quite unlike their African cousins their 

abdomen is proportionate with the weight of the body. The African elephant has 

a large abdomen as compared to the skull. 

         Indian elephants are found in India, Nepal, Bangladesh, Thailand and 

many other Asian countries. They live in grasslands and forests, they consume 

150 kgs of plant matter everyday which are tall grasses, various species of plants 

and trees. Illegal killing of elephants, flourishing ivory trade and their shrinking 

habitat pose a great threat to their existence. 

Q1 Why has the population of elephants declined in the past few years?     1m 

Q2 Describe three differences between the Indian and African elephants.   3m 

Q3 Name any four countries in Asia where Indian elephants are found.      2m 

Q4 Where do the elephants live?                                                                   1m 

Q5 How much quantity of food do the elephants consume? What do they feed 

on?                                                                                                       2 ½ m 

Q6 How is man responsible for the decreasing elephant population?      1 ½ m 

Q7 Give an appropriate title to the passage.                                                  1m 

                                             

Q8 Pick out the words from the passage which mean the following:            3m 

a hunt illegally-  

b stomach- 

c eat-  

d unlawful- 

e business-  

f warning-  

Q9 Pick out the words from the passage which mean the opposite of the 

following:                                                                                            3m 

a alien- 

b accepted- 

c profit- 

d narrow- 

e inproportionate-  

f expanding- 

Q10 Make meaningful sentences using the following words:                       2m 

a cousin-  

b population-  

 

 

 

 



SECTION-III 

 

Please attach this Grammar worksheet to the answer booklet.         30m 

 

A Tick the correct option from the given options.                   5m 

1. Tamanna is a great singer. What type of sentence is it? 

a Imperative Sentence 

b Exclamatory Sentence 

c Assertive/ Declarative Sentence 

d Interrogative Sentence 

 

2. The sun ____________(shine) when we went out. (Past continuous tense) 

a was shining 

b is shining 

c will be shining 

d shone 

 

3. They _________from school. (Present Continuous Tense) 

a left 

b will leave 

c are leaving 

d will be leaving 

 

4. Change the active sentence into passive voice:                                        

 The judge sentenced the criminal to death. 

a The criminal will be sentenced to death by the judge. 

b The criminal is being sentenced to death by the judge. 

c The criminal cannot be sentenced to death by the judge. 

d The criminal was sentenced to death by the judge. 

 

5. _________caterpillar is ______insect. Choose the correct articles. 

a A, a 

b The, an 

c The, a 

d A, the 

 

B State the kind of sentences given below:               3m 

1. Do not pluck roses.  

________________________________________________________________ 

2. How essential rains are for good harvest!  

________________________________________________________________ 

3. Who is coming for dinner tonight?  

________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

 



C Underline the Pronouns and state its kind:              4m 

1. This basket is hers. _______________________________________________ 

2. Please give me your opinion on these topics. ___________________________ 

3. She blamed herself for her problems. _________________________________ 

4. An astronaut is one who travels in a spaceship. _________________________ 

 

D Rewrite the following sentences using punctuation marks and capital letters:  4m 

1. the gita is a holy book 

 

________________________________________________________________ 

2. is diwali falling on a monday or a Tuesday 

 

________________________________________________________________ 

 

E Fill in the blanks by changing the tense of the given verb as mentioned in the 

bracket:                                                                                                               3m 

1. My dog _________________(bark) at strangers. (Simple present tense) 

2. They _________________(join) me for lunch today. (Present continuous tense) 

3. She _______________________(appear) for the engineering entrance exam this 

year. (Future continuous tense) 

4. Anita ____________(eat) noodles in the morning. (Simple past tense) 

5. I _________________(make) coffee for you. (Simple future tense) 

6. They ____________________(go) to visit the Red Fort. (Future continuous 

tense) 

 

F Fill in the blanks with appropriate Articles- ‘a’, ‘an’ or ‘the’:                           2m 

1. This is _______honorary post without wages. 

2. __________French wear elegant clothes. 

3. She has _____MBA degree from Symbiosis university. 

4. Where’s ______USB cable I lent you last week? 

 

G Fill in the blanks with suitable Prepositions from the brackets.                         3m 

1. Sonia is married ______Ravi. (to/with) 

2. Ronnie is scared _________spiders. (at/of) 

3. The train passed _____________the tunnel. (at/through) 

4. We should prefer wisdom ________wealth. (to/than) 

5. The train was running three hours _____________schedule. (at/behind) 

6. Rahmat has been working in the garden ___________morning. (for/since) 

 

H Do as directed: 

a. Change the passive sentence into active voice:           1m 

Football is played by him. 

 

___________________________________________________________ 

 



I Circle the Verbs in the following sentences and mention whether it is Transitive 

or Intransitive:                  3m    

1. The jeweler gave her a necklace. ______________________________________ 

 

2. Virat Kohli is a cricketer. ____________________________________________ 

 

3. A flock of birds was flying over our heads. _____________________________ 

 

J Choose the correct Verb and rewrite the sentence so that it agrees with the 

subject. 

                                                                                                                2m 

1. The news __________ (is/are) true. 

2. The jury ____________(have/has) agreed to our request. 

3. Each of them ______________(owns/own) a Ferrari. 

4. Neither Sam nor his brothers _______________(were/was) guilty of treason. 

 

 

 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

 


